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Chasing Light
The people working at the restaurant must’ve wondered what I was doing, ‘It’s a stairway.’ But I wanted to capture that momentary beauty.” After the light moved, the beguiling factors vanished. He ...
Chasing the Light
Since the dawn of time, humans have worshipped the sun. And with good reason. Our biology is set up to work in partnership with the sun.
'Chasing the Sun': The New Science of Sunlight
A Minneapolis police officer was closely chasing a car through a red light this week when he crashed into and killed an innocent motorist, according to police records. Meanwhile, the family of the ...
Police report: Minneapolis officer pursued suspect through red light before fatal crash
You can kill a lightning bug, but darkness cannot put out its light. You and I can fail to hold our candles high. We can keep our lights hidden. But ...
PLAYL: Chasing and catching fireflies and reminiscing in the twilight
Italo's journey to the depths of Brazil continues, enchanted by the almost infinite possibilities of Brazil's biodiversity. It manages to treat our noses with enchantingly addictive and complex scents ...
Priprioca: The Light, Woody and Floral Scent of the Forest
"I never thought nothing like this would ever happen to me. She just tried to run and hit me, " said the woman who recorded the video.
Victoria's Secret 'Karen' Filmed Chasing Woman Through Store
The white woman ultimately calls the police on Ukenta, despite the fact that she spent the last several minutes chasing Ukenta around the store ... me an excellent attorney who can help me bring light ...
Video: Karen screams at Black woman to ‘get away from her’ while chasing her around Victoria’s Secret
It would be charitable to suggest that Dying Light 2 is going to drag you into a hell on Earth. If anything, the chaos contained within the towering walls of The City is something far worse – ...
Dying Light 2 exclusive: Techland on the different stages of infection and enemy types you'll encounter
The kinds of renewable energy that investors are comfortable with—such as utility-scale solar and wind—are precisely the type of assets that already have hungry capital chasing them ... Aid Renewable ...
SPACs Are Helping Tougher Renewable Businesses Find the Light
Smartphones could one day project 3D holograms, making science fiction movies such as Star Wars a reality.A group of Australian researchers is working to develop imaging technology that could also ...
Aussie researchers chasing hologram phones
In Greenland's ice sheet, a set-up unlike any other in the world will in future be listening for extremely elusive particles from space. The Radio Neutrino Observatory Greenland (RNO-G) is a ...
Chasing cosmic particles with radio antennas in Greenland's ice
Police in Essex County were called to the Mall at Short Hills after a Black woman recorded video on her phone of a white woman she says tried to attack her and chased her around a store. In a video ...
Police called to N.J. mall after white woman is filmed chasing Black woman around Victoria’s Secret
Let us be clear: this individual attempted to terrorize our family,” said the statement from the family. “In light of the London attack, this is incredibly terrifying for our family. Enough is enough.
Man yelled ‘I’m going to kill you’ while chasing down Muslim women in Meadowlands parking lot: Hamilton police
Peace has been the dearest thing in last two decades in Afghanistan after the commencement of declared and final war against the terror on 7 October ...
Chasing Peace in Afghanistan: Dynamics and Dilemmas
Centennial graduate and former Louisville pitcher waiting to see if he'll get shot at pro career later this month ...
From the sports editor's desk | Smith keeps chasing MLB dream
A 36-year-old man accused of drunk driving drove into oncoming traffic early Tuesday morning and told Denton police he was “chasing love,” according to a police report.
Alleged drunk driver said he was ‘chasing love’ Tuesday
Emma Talley wasn’t sure what she was thinking when she originally booked a flight back to Nashville in between LPGA tournaments in Texas and Ohio. But the hurried stopover turned out to be a blessing ...
Emma Talley got lost chasing distance on the LPGA, but returned to her roots with a career-best 63
World number one Djokovic, chasing a sixth Wimbledon and record-equalling 20th major, is already halfway to becoming just the third man to complete a calendar Grand Slam.
Wimbledon 2021: Novak Djokovic, Roger Federer to light up final 'Manic Monday' as place in quarter-finals beckon
We dive into the good, the bad and everything in between from one month of workouts while also making some very light predictions about the upcoming season. In other news, we launched a new USWNT ...
Chasing Perfection: UConn’s summer session impressions
Join Tim de Lisle and Geoff Lemon for u Oval as England seek to seal the series ...

"Former White House photographer Amanda Lucidon, who spent four years covering the First Lady, shares a rare insider's perspective, from documenting life at the White House to covering domestic and overseas travel. This collection of 150 candid photos--many previously unreleased--and Amanda's narrative reflections
reveal [Mrs. Obama at many different times during her tenure]. From an affectionate moment with her daughters atop the strikingly empty Great Wall of China to exuberant moments with schoolchildren and quiet moments between the First Lady and President Obama, the photos are a ... celebration of the First
Lady"--]cProvided by publisher.
An intimate memoir by the controversial, Oscar-winning director and screenwriter Oliver Stone Before moving to Los Angeles and the international success of Platoon in 1986, Oliver Stone had been wounded as an infantryman in Vietnam, and spent years writing unproduced scripts while working odd jobs in Manhattan.
Stone, now 73, recounts those formative years with in-the-moment details of the highs and lows: meetings with Al Pacino over Stone’s early scripts; the harrowing demon of cocaine addiction; the failure of his first feature; his risky on-the-ground research of Miami drug cartels for Scarface; and much more. Chasing
the Light is a true insider’s guide to Hollywood’s razor-edged years of upheaval in the 1970s and ’80s with untold stories of decade-defining films from the man behind the camera.
A collection of striking and intimate photographs of Michelle Obama—many never before seen—coupled with personal reflections and behind-the-scenes stories from Official White House Photographer Amanda Lucidon, presented in a deluxe format. Michelle Obama is one of the most admired First Ladies in history, known for
her grace, spirit, and beauty, as well as for the amazing work she did during her tenure to promote girls’ education, combat childhood obesity, and support military families. In Chasing Light, former White House photographer Amanda Lucidon, who spent four years covering the First Lady, shares a rare insider’s
perspective, from documenting life at the White House to covering domestic and overseas travel. This collection of 150 candid photos—many previously unreleased—and Amanda’s narrative reflections reveal just what makes Mrs. Obama so special. From an affectionate moment with her daughters atop the strikingly empty
Great Wall of China to exuberant moments with schoolchildren and quiet moments between the First Lady and President Obama, the photos are a vibrant, candid, and beautiful celebration of the First Lady, capturing the qualities and strengths that have made Mrs. Obama so beloved.
Light. It's the most transformative tool at any photographer’s disposal. Whether the lens is turned to people, wildlife, or landscape, the creative use of light is often the difference between a snapshot and a powerful photograph. In Chasing the Light: Improving Your Photography with Available Light, renowned
photographer, writer, and educator Ibarionex Perello shares his unique insights for partnering with natural light to create evocative digital images. He brings his palpable passion and personal approach rooted in decades of experience, and reveals his honed techniques for controlling focus, exposure, white balance,
and sharpness to create beautiful and impactful photographs. In an industry so obsessed with gear, this book bridges the gap between the technical and the creative and returns to a personal, inspirational narrative about perceiving and photographing light. This book will enlighten photographers of all levels about •
the elements of exposure, metering, and ISO • light’s impact on color and controlling color balance • combining brightness, contrast, saturation, sharpness, and pattern enhancing portraits with available lighting • direction and quality of sunlight and shooting in rural and urban landscapes • the power of light in
black and white
The words and photographs from Frank Lee Ruggles, National Parks Eminent Photographer.

Gorgeous pictures of remote places and once-in-a-lifetime moments Modern photography with breathtaking color palettes and amazing lighting Re-learn what you know about the world from a new perspective
A fictional recounting of the little-known true story of the first woman to ever set foot on Antarctica, and her extraordinary fight to get there. A fictional recounting of the little-known true story of the first woman to ever set foot on Antarctica, and her extraordinary fight to get there. It's the early 1930s.
Antarctic open-sea whaling is booming and a territorial race for the mysterious continent between Norwegian and British-Australian interests is in full swing. Aboard a ship setting sail from Cape town carrying the Norwegian whaling magnate Lars Christensen are three women: Lillemor Rachlew, who tricked her way on to
the ship and will stop at nothing to be the first woman to land on Antarctica; Mathilde Wegger, a grieving widow who's been forced to join the trip by her calculating parents-in-law; and Lars's wife, Ingrid Christensen, who has longed to travel to Antarctica since she was a girl and has made a daunting bargain with
Lars to convince him to take her. Loyalties shift and melt and conflicts increase as they pass through the Southern Ocean and reach the whaling grounds. None of the women is prepared for the reality of meeting the whaling fleet and experiencing firsthand the brutality of the icy world. As they head for the continent
itself, the race is on for the first woman to land on Antarctica. None of them expect the outcome and none of them know how they will be changed by their arrival. Based on the little-known true story of the first woman to ever set foot on Antarctica, Jesse Blackadder has captured the drama, danger and magnetic pull
of exploring uncharted places in our world and our minds.
Any student or engineer working in optics or the field of laser technology will find this a fascinating read. The book begins by addressing the properties of light as seen in the everyday world: events such as refraction in a pool, lenses in the form of glasses, the colors of objects, and atmospheric events. Latter
chapters explain these events at the atomic and subatomic level and address the use of electron and optical microscopy in observing the worlds unseen by the unaided eye. Exercises and activities will be found in an appendix, but the primary volume can stand alone if the reader so desires.
OC Cloud CultOCOs grand, unkempt indie rock is at once jam band, emo, and avant-garde. Their songs, born out of personal tragedy, are otherworldly lessons in being human.OCO OCoPitchfork During the past decade, Minnesota-grown band Cloud Cult has become one of the most inspirational indie bands, with a deeply devoted
fan base and an approach to music and the environment that is hard not to admire. Beyond a musical biography, Chasing the Light tells the story of the heartbreaking yet affirming journey of lead singer and songwriter Craig Minowa and delves into the career of the band known by music lovers as the least cynical and
most idealistic band in the country. Tracing Cloud CultOCOs rise to critical acclaim, author Mark Allister details the bandOCOs defining moments, beginning with the death of Craig and Connie MinowaOCOs two-year-old son and the hundreds of songs that grew out of the tragic loss. Allister describes the bandOCOs unique
philosophy and principles, including how Minowa created a zero carbon footprint for the bandOCOs recording and touring, adopting DIY and green-sustainable practices well before the ideas became mainstream. Allister also presents a first-person account of a day in the life of a quintessential indie band and conveys
the immense emotional impact of Cloud CultOCOs albums and live shows. Described by a fan in the book as OC the anthem for the soul searcher in us all, OCO Cloud CultOCOs music and message are both stirring and sincere. Featuring rarely seen photos from Cloud CultOCOs history and passionate testimonials by fans,
Chasing the Light is a testament to the profound influence one bandOCOs personal evolution can have on its followers and on indie rock aficionados in search of beauty, meaning, and redemption."
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